Abstract The paper is a preliminary overview to a virtual tree computing logic with applications to Virtual Reality.
and spatial computing projects. The visual field is represented by visual objects connected with agents carrying information amongst objects about the field, and carried onto intelligent trees for computation. Intelligent trees compute the spatial field information with the diagram functions. The trees defined have function names corresponding to computing agents. The computing agent functions have a specified module defining their functionality.
AESTHETICS A D WORLD MODELS
According to Kant human knowledge is limited to appearances, whereas things in themselves are "noumena"-are thinkable but not actually knowable. Kant termed the doctrine Transcendental Idealism. Given the idealism is the possibility of synthesizing a priori knowledge to possible description and experience is easily explainable, since each object must necessarily conform to the conditions under which they can become objects for us. It assumes the human mind possesses such condition and demonstrating it is Transcendental Aesthetics. The computing import is since explored by the author's projects. To carry on with intelligent multimedia we have to be conscious as to what is the basic KR necessary to describe knowledge and its significance for perception. KR with generic diagrams for models (Nourani 1996 d,e) and applications define computable models and relevant world reasoning. G-diagrams are diagrams defined from a minimal set of function symbols that can inductively define a model. G-diagrams are applied to relevance reasoning by model-localized representations, and a minimal efficient computable way to represent relevant knowledge for localized AI worlds. We show how computable AI world knowledge is representable. Basic application areas to start with as examples are designing predefined visual scenes with diagram composition and combination for scene dynamics. The second application area is based on AI planning (Fikes-Nilsson 1971 , Nourani 1991 . Reasoning and planning can be applied to define scene dynamics based on scene descriptions and compatibility relations. The project allows us to predict scene dynamics. We apply our recent Intelligent Language paradigm and intelligent visual computing paradigms to define the IM multiagent multimedia computing paradigm. By applying KR to define relevant worlds, personality parameters, combined with context compatibility and scene dynamics can be predicated. The role of context in KR and natural language systems, particularly in the process of reasoning e.g. is related to diagram functions defining relevant world knowledge for a particular context. The relevant world functions can proliferate the axioms and the relevant sentences for reasoning for a context. A formal computable theory can be defined based on the functions defining computable models for a context (Nourani 1996d,97b) . Abstract computational linguistics with intelligent syntax, model theory and categories is presented in brief. Designated functions define agents, as in artificial intelligence agents, or represent languages with only abstract definition known at syntax. For example, a function Fi can be agent corresponding to a language Li. Li can in turn involve agent functions amongst its vocabulary. Thus context might be defined at Li. Generic diagrams for models are defined as yet a second order lift from context. The techniques to be presented have allowed us to define a computational linguistics and model theory for intelligent languages. Models for the languages are defined by our techniques in (Nourani 1995b,96f) . KR and its relation to context abstraction is defined in brief.
Morph Gentzen
The IM Morphed Computing Logic Logics for computing for multimedia are new projects with important computing applications since [Nourani 97 ]. The basic principles are a mathematical logic where a Gentzen or natural deduction systems is defined by taking arbitrary structures coded by diagram functions. The techniques can be applied to arbitrary topological structures. Thus we define a syntactic morphing to be a technique by which infinitary definable structures are homomorphically mapped via their defining functions to new structures. The deduction rules are a Gentzen system augmented by two rules Morphing, and Trans-morphing. The Morph Rule -A structure defined by the functional n-tuple <f1,...,fn> can be Morphed to a structures definable by the functional n-tuple <h(f1),...,h(fn)>, provided h is a homomrphism of abstract signature structures [Nourani 96 ]. The TransMorph Rules-A set of rules whereby combining structures A1,...,An defines an Event {A1,A2,...,An} with a consequent structure B. Thus the combination is an impetus event. The deductive theory is a Gentzen system in which structures named by parameterized functions; augmented by the morph and trans-morph rules. The structures we apply the Morph logic to are definable by positive diagrams. The idea is to do it at abstract models syntax trees without specifics for the shapes and topologies applied. We start with Lω1,ω, and further on might apply well-behaved infinitary languages.
The Mathematical Basis

AGE T AUGME TED LA GUAGES
By an intelligent language we intend a language with syntactic constructs that allow function symbols and corresponding objects, such that the function symbols are implemented by computing agents in the sense defined by this author in [1] . A set of function symbols in the language, referred to by Agent Function Set, is a set of function symbols modeled in the computing world by Agents. The objects, messages passing actions, and implementing agents are defined by syntactic constructs, with agents appearing as functions, expressed by an abstract language that is capable of specifying modules, agents, and their communications. We have to put this together with syntactic constructs that could run on the tree computing theories. Sentential logic is the standard formal language applied when defining basic models. The language is a set of sentence symbol closed by finite application of negation and conjunction to sentence symbols. Once quantifier logical symbols are added to the language, the language of first order logic can be defined. A Model for is a structure with a set A. There are structures defined for such that for each constant symbol in the language there corresponds a constant in A. For each function symbol in the language there is a function defined on A; and for each relation symbol in the language there is a relation defined on A. For the algebraic theories we are defining for intelligent tree computing in the forthcoming sections the language is defined from signatures as in the logical language is the language of many-sorted equational logic. The signature defines the language by specifying the function symbols' arities. The model is a structure defined on a many-sorted algebra consisting of S-indexed sets for S a set of sorts. By an intelligent language we intend a language with syntactic constructs that allow function symbols and corresponding objects, such that the function symbols are implemented by computing agents. A set of function symbols in the language, referred to by AF, is the set modeled in the computing world by AI Agents with across and/or over board capability. Thus the language defined by the signature has designated function symbols called AF. The AF function symbols define signatures which have specific message paths defined for carrying context around an otherwise context free abstract syntax. A set of function symbols in the language, referred to by AF, are agents with nontrivial capability. The boards, message passing actions, and implementing agents are defined by syntactic constructs, with agents appearing as functions. The computation is expressed by an abstract language that is capable of specifying modules, agents, and their communications. Since the function symbols appearing might be invented by an activated agent without being defined in advance, intelligent Syntax allows us to program with nonderministic syntax. The parsing problems are quite challenging. Trees connect by message sequences hence carry parsing sequences with them. Thus the present computational linguistics theory is a start to programming with VAS and Nondeterminitic Syntax.
Agent Languages, Visual Virtual Trees and Canonical Models
Linguistics knowledge representation and its relation to context abstraction are defined in brief. Nourani (e.g. Nourani 1999a ) has put forth new visual computing techniques for intelligent multimedia context abstraction with linguistics components as indicated at section 5.2. In the present paper we also instantiate proof tree leaves with free Skolemized trees. Thus virtual trees, at times like intelligent trees, are substituted for the leaves. By a virtual tree we mean a term made up of constant symbols and named but not always prespecified Skolem function terms. In virtual planning with G-diagrams that part of the plan that involves free Skolemized trees is carried along with the proof tree for a plan goal. We can apply predictive model diagram KR to compute queries and discover data knowledge from observed data and visual object images keyed with diagram functions. Model-based computing (Nourani 1998c) can be applied to automated data and knowledge engineering with keyed diagrams. Specific computations can be carried out with predictive diagrams (Nourani 1995a) . For cognition, planning, and learning the robot's mind, a diagram grid can define state. The starting space applicable project was meant for an autonomous robot's space journeys. The designs in the author's papers are ways for a robot to update its mind state based on what it encountered on its path. That which the robot believes can be defined on a diagram grid. The degree to which a robot believes something is on the grid. It can get strengthened or weakened as a function of what the robot learns as progress is brought on. Robot's Mind State: The array grid entries are pointing to things to remember and the degree the robot believes them. The grid model is a way to encode the world with the model diagram functions.
Computing on Trees
In order to present some motivation for the methods proposed certain model-theoretic concepts are reviewed and some new techniques are presented. The Henkin style proof for Godel's completeness theorem is implemented by defining a model directly from the syntax of theories. A model is defined by putting terms that are provably equal into equivalence classes, then defining a canonical structure on the equivalence classes. The computing enterprise requires more general techniques of model construction and extension, since it has to accommodate dynamically changing world descriptions and theories. The models to be defined are for complex computing phenomena, for which we define generalized diagrams. The author;'s techniques for model building,e.g., (Nourani 1991 (Nourani ,1996 as applied to the problem of AI reasoning allows us to build and extend models through diagrams. This required us to focus attention on generric model diagrams. The author introduced generic diagrams in the 1980's to build models with a minimal family of generalized Skolem functions. The minimal set of function symbols is the set with which a model can be inductively defined. The models are standard and computable. The G-diagram methods allowed us to formulate AI world descriptions, theories, and models in a minimal computable manner. Thus models and proofs for AI and computing problems can be characterized by models computable by a set of functions. It allows us to program with objects and functions "running" on G-diagrams. To allude to our AI planning techniques as an example, the planning process at each stage can make use of generic diagrams G-diagrams with free Skolemized trees, by taking the free interpretation, as tree-rewrite computations for the possible proof trees that correspond to each goal satisfiability. Suppose there are some basic Skolem functions f1,...,fn that define a G-diagram. During planning or proof tree generation a set of Skolem functions g1,...,gn could be introduced , Nourani-Hoppe 1995 . While defining such free proof trees, a set of congruence relations relates the g's to the f's. The proofs can make use of the tree congruence relations, or be carried out by tree rewriting. The computing and reasoning enterprise require more general techniques of model construction and extension, since it has to accommodate dynamically changing world descriptions and theories. The techniques in the author's projects for model building as applied to the problem of AI reasoning allows us to build and extend models through diagrams. A technical example of algebraic models defined from syntax had appeared in defining initial algebras (ADJ 1977) for equational theories of data types (Nourani 1980 (Nourani ,1996 . In such direction for computing models of equational theories of computing problems are presented by a pair (Σ,E), where Σ is a signature (of many sorts, for a sort set S) and E a set of Σ-equations. Let T<Σ> be the free tree word algebra of signature Σ. The quotient of T<Σ>, the word algebra of signature Σ, with respect to the Σ-congruence relation generated by E, will be denoted by T<Σ,E>, or T<P> for presentation P. T<P> is the "initial" model of the presentation P.
The Σ-congruence relation will be denoted by ≡P. One representation of T(P) which is nice in practice consists of an algebra of the canonical representations of the congruence classes, abbreviated by Σ-CTA. It is a special case of generalized standard models the author had defined (Nourani 1996 fpor newer examples). Some definitions are applied from our papers that allow us to define standard models of theories that are Σ-CTA's. The standard models are significant for tree computational theories that the author had presented. Generic diagrams are applied to define canonical standard models in the same sense as set theory. This definitions are basic to sets and in defining induction for abstract recursion and inductive definitions. We had put forth variants of it with axiomatizations in our papers. The definitions were put forth by the first author for the computability with initial models. The canonical models are applied to multiagent computing during the last several years by the author. Definition 3.3 We say that a signature Σ is intelligent iff it has intelligent function symbols. We say that a language has intelligent syntax if the syntax is defined on an intelligent signature. To define a specific mathematical linguistics basis for agent augmented languages intelligent languages were defined (Nourani 1995d ) as follows.
Definition 3.4 A language L is said to be an intelligent language iff L is defined from an intelligent syntax.
Agent augmented languages and signatures allow us to present computational theories with formulas on terms with intelligent function symbols.
Abstract Intelligent Syntax
It is essential to the formulation of computations on intelligent trees and the notion of congruence that we define tree intelligence content. A reason is that there could be loss of tree intelligence content when tree rewriting because not all intelligent functions are required to be on mutual message exchanges. Theories are presented by axioms that define them and it is difficult to keep track of what equations not to apply when proving properties. What we have to define, however, is some computational formulation of intelligence content such that it applies to the present method of computability on trees. Once that formulation is presented, we could start decorating the trees with it and define computation on intelligent trees. It would be nice to view the problem from the stand point of an example.
The examples of agent augmented languages we could present have <O,A,R> triples as control structures. The A's have operations that also consist of agent message passing. The functions in AFS are the agent functions capable of message passing. The O refers to the set of objects and R the relations defining the effect of A's on objects. Amongst the functions in AFS only some interact by message passing. What is worse the functions could affect objects in ways that affect the intelligence content of a tree. There you are: the tree congruence definition thus is more complex for agent augmented languages than those of ordinary syntax trees. Let us define tree intelligence content for the present formulation.
Definition 4.1 We say that a function f is an string function, iff there is no message passing or information exchange except onto the object that is at the range set for f, reading parameters visible at each object. Otherwise, f is said to be a splurge function. We refer to them by string and splurge functions when there is no ambiguity. Remark: Nullary functions are string functions.
Definition 4.2
The tree intelligence degree, TID, is defined by induction on tree structures: (0) the intelligence content of a constant symbol function f is f; (i) for a string function f, and tree f(t1,...,tn) the TID is defined by U TID (ti::f) , where (ti::f) refers to a subtree of ti visible to f; (ii) for a splurge function f, TID is defined by U TID (f:ti), where f:ti refers to the tree resulting from ti upon information exchange by f.
There are implicit mobile object computing principles at definition 4.2 for example, the concept of a subtree being visible to a function, and of course, agents. The theorem below formalizes these points. Thus out of the forest of intelligent trees there appears an information theoretic rewrite theorem.
Definition 4.3
We say that an equational theory T of signature IΣ is an intelligent IΣ theory iff for every proof step involving tree rewriting, the TID is preserved. We state T<IST> |-t=t' when T is an IΣ theory.
Definition 4.4
We say that an equational theory T is intelligent, iff T has an intelligent signature IΣ,and axioms E, with IΣ its intelligent signature. A proof of t=t' in an intelligent equational theory T is a finite sequence b of IΣ -equations ending in t=t' such that if q=q' is in b, then either q=q' in E, or q=q' is derived from 0 or more previous equations in E by one application of the rules of inference. Write T <IST>|-t=t' for "TP proves t=t' by intelligent algebraic subtree replacement system."
By definition of such theories proofs only allow tree rewrites that preserve TID across a rule. These definitions have been applied to prove the theorems, set up the foundations for intelligent tree rewriting and intelligent tree computation [18] . Algebraic subtree replacement systems applying Lawvere algebraic theoreis were treated in the author's doctoral disseration years ago. The tree-replacement systems are not directly deployed here. The techniques are a basis to have direct model construction with morph rewriting. Thus the essence of intelligent trees will not be lost while agent tree computing. Next, we define a computing agent function's intelligence content from the above definition. That is a matter of the model of computation applied rather than a definition inherent to intelligent syntax. Let us present it as a function of intelligent syntax only, because we are to stay with abstract models and build models from abstract syntax. The definition depends on the properties of intelligent trees defined as follows and (Nourani 1996) . Viewing the methods of computation on trees presented in the sections above we define intelligent trees here. Definition 4.5 A tree defined from an arbitrary signature Σ is intelligent iff there is at least one function symbol g in Σ such that g is a member of the set of intelligent functions AFS, and g is a function symbol that appears on the tree. Definition 4.6 We define an intelligent Σ-equation, abbreviate by IΣ-equation, to be a Σ-equation on intelligent Σ-terms. A IΣ congruence is a Σ -congruence with the following conditions: (i) the congruence preserves IΣ equations; (ii) the congruence preserves computing agents intelligence content of Σ-trees. Canonical models are definable with canonical sets C on the carriers with <function,base-set> pair by recursions such that C with a set of tree rewrite rules R represents T<IΣ,~R>, where ~R is the set R of axioms for P viewed as IΣ-rewrite rules. Definition 4.7 Let Σ be an intelligent signature. Then a canonical term IΣ-algebra (IΣ-CTA) is a Σ-algebra C such that (1) |C| is a subset of T<Σ> as S-indexed families (2) gt1...tn in C implies ti's are in C and; gC (t1,...,tn) = gt1...tn, where gC refer to the operation in algerba C correponding to the function symbol g, For constant symbols (2) must hold as well, with gC = g. (3) gt1...tn in T<AFS> implies ti's in C and gC(t1,...,tn) = gt1...tn; for constant symbols it must hold as gC=g. Lemma 4.1 Let C be an IΣ-algebra. Let P = (Σ,E) be a presentation. Then C is Σ-isomorphic to T<P>, iff (i) C satisfies E; (ii) gC (t1,...,tn) ≡P g.t1...tn (iii) gC(t1,...,tn) ≡P gt1...tn, with gt1...tn in T<AFS> whenever ti's are in T<AFS> and gC is in AFS. Note: (ii and iii) must also hold for constants with g.C = g; ≡ refers to the IΣ-congruence generated by E;. Proof. Follows from definitions and (ADJ 1976). (c.f. Nourani 1996) . (Nourani 1996) states sufficient conditions for constructibility of an initial model for an IΣ equational presentation from the above proposition. It is the mathematical justification for the proposition that initial models with intelligent signature can be automatically implemented (constructed) by algebraic subtree replacement systems. The normal forms are defined by a minimal set of functions that are Skolem functions or type constructors. Thus we have the following Canonical Intelligent Model Theorems. The theorems provide conditions for automatic implementation by intelligent tree rewriting to initial models for programming with objects. The intelligent languages basis (Nourani 1995d ) defines intelligent context free grammars as follows. Definition 4.9 A language L is intelligent context free, abbreviated by ICF, iff L is intelligent and there is a context free grammar defining L. A preliminary parsing theory might be defined once we observe the correspondence between String Functions and context. Let us define string intelligent functions. Definition 4.10 A language is String Intelligent iff it is an intelligent language and all agent functions in the language are 1-1 functions. The following starts ICF.
The following start to the ICF theory is from ECAI .) The following is proved as a theorem: Let L be a context free language with signature Σ. Let L* be a string intelligent language extending L such that L* has the same signature as L, except for string agent function symbols augmenting L's signature.Then L* is ICF. The proof outline is that there is an initial algebra TΣ that is defined direct from a context free grammar's (ADJ 1973) productions. The string agent functions on 1-1 therefore there is an embedding homomrphism preserving the TΣ context free trees.
Visual and Virtual Trees
Linguistics knowledge representation and its relation to context abstraction are defined in brief. Nourani (e.g. Nourani 1999a ) has put forth new visual computing techniques for intelligent multimedia context bstraction with linguistics components. In the present paper we also instantiate proof tree leaves with free Skolemized trees. Thus virtual trees, at times like intelligent trees, are substituted for the leaves. By a virtual tree we mean a term made up of constant symbols and named but not always prespecified Skolem function terms. In virtual planning with G-diagrams that part of the plan that involves free Skolemized trees is carried along with the proof tree for a plan goal. We can apply predictive diagram KR (knowledge representation) to compute queries and discover data knowledge from observed data and visual object images keyed with diagram functions. Model-based computing (Nourani 1998c ) can be applied to automated data and knowledge engineering with keyed diagrams. Specific computations can be carried out with predictive diagrams (Nourani 1995a) . For cognition, planning, and learning the robot's mind, a diagram grid can define state. The starting space applicable project was meant for an autonomous robot's space journeys. The designs in the author's papers are ways for a robot to update its mind state based on what it encountered on its path. That which the robot believes can be defined on a diagram grid. The degree to which a robot believes something is on the grid. It can get strengthened or weakened as a function of what the robot learns as progress is brought on. Robot's Mind State: The array grid entries are pointing to things to remember and the degree the robot believes them. The grid model is a way to encode the world with the model diagram functions.
Canonical Models from models to set theory had been stated for arbitrary structures as follows.
Definition 4.11 Let (M,a)c in C be defined such that M is a structure for a language L and each constant c in C has the interpretation a in M. The mapping c → ac is an assignment of C in M. We say that (M,a)c in C is canonical model for a presentation P on lanaguage L, iff the assignment c→ a maps C onto M, i.e. M=(a :c in C). Generic diagrams allow us to define virtual tree canonical models with specific functions. For free Skolemization what comes to mind is generic model expansion. It is relevant to our methods of modeling, planning, and reasoning. A virtual tree, or virtual prrof tree, is a proof tree that is constructed with agent languages with free Skolem functions. Definition 4.12 A G-diagram for a structure M is a diagram such that the there is a proper diagram definition with specific function symbols, for example Σ1 Skolem functions. Theorem 2 For the virtual proof trees defined for a goal formula from the G-diagram there is an initial model satisfying the goal formulas. It is the initial model definable by the G-diagram. . Proof In planning with GF-diagrams plan trees involving free Skolemized trees is carried along with the proof tree for a plan goal. The idea is that if the free proof tree is constructed then the plan has a model in which the goals are satisfied. There is analogy to SLD proofs. We can view on the one hand, SLD resolution type proofs on ground terms, where we go from p(0) to p(f(c)); or form p(f(c)) to p(f (g(c) ). Whereas, while doing proofs with free Skolemized trees we are facing proofs of the form p(g(....)) proves p(f(g(....)) and generalizations to p(f(x)) proves For all x , p(f(x)). Since the proof trees are either proving plan goals for formulas defined on the GF-diagram, or are computing with Skolem functions defining the GF-diagram, the model defined by the GF-diagram applies and it is initial for the proofs.
For free Skolemization what comes to our logician mind's side of things is Generic model expansion. It is relevant to our methods of modeling, planning, and reasoning. A free proof tree is a proof tree that is constructed with free Skolem functions and GFS from a GF-diagram. The idea is that if the free proof tree is constructed for a goal formula, the GF-diagram defines a model satisfying the goal formula satisfied. The model is the initial model of the AI world for which the free Skolemized trees were constructed. Thus we have transformed the model theoretic problems of computing to that of defining computing with Generalized Diagrams. There are recent papers since 1992 [ADJ 73, Nourani Hoppe 94], where we have presented this theory and technique. Partial deductions in the present approach correspond to proof trees that have free Skolemized trees in their representation. These concepts will be developed in forthcoming papers of this author. In the present approach, the free proof tree technique, as we shall further define, leaves could be virtual, where virtual leaves are free Skolemized trees. The idea is that if the free proof tree is constructed for a goal formula, the G-diagram defines a model satisfying the goal formula satisfied. The model is the initial model of the AI world for which the free Skolemized trees were constructed.
For plans with free Skolmized trees we can apply the Hilbert epsilon technique to define computing models. What applying Hilbert's epsilon implies is that there is a model M for the set of formulas such that we can take an existentially quantified formula w[X] and have it instantiated by a Skolem function that can answer the membership question to the model. Whether or not Hilbert had intended it this way or not is not relevant at present. The issue in our approach, however, is that we are not so much concerned with existentially quantified formulas. We start with some Skolem functions to define Initial models. Thus we have Hilbert models for which the Skolem functions implicitly define membership to the set defining a model. We have planning applications with VR in which there is goal formula to be satisfied with perhaps existential quantifiers. Since we are interested in model theoretic techniques for handling proofs with the method of free proof trees we propose the following modeltheoretic view, which we refer to by theHilbert Model Theorem for Skolemized virtual tree computing.
Theorem 3 The Hilbert's epsilon technique implies there is a model M for the set of formulas such that we can take an existentially quantified formula w[X] and have it instantiated by a Skolem function which can answer the satisfiability question for the model. Proof We start with some Skolem functions to define the models. The equivalence defined by Hilbert's epsilon function is instantiated by the Skolem functions defining GF-diagrams. Thus we have Hilbert models for which the Skolem functions implicitly define membership to the set defining a model. While doing proofs with free Skolemized trees we are facing proofs of the form p(g(....)) proves p(f(g(....)) and generalizations to p(f(x)) proves For all x , p(f(x)). Since the proof trees are either proving plan goals for formulas defined on the G-diagram, or are computing with Skolem functions defining the GF-diagram, the model defined by the GF-diagram applies for the proofs.
Positive Morphisms and Models
From model theoretic foundations we have the following: Definition 4.13 A formula is said to be positive iff it is built from atomic formulas using only the connectives &, v and the quantifiers∀, ∃. Theorem 4 A consistent theory is preserved under homorphisms iff T has a set of positive axioms.
Definition 4.15 A formula is said to be positive iff it is built from atomic formulas using only the connectives &, v and the quantifiers∀, ∃.
Definition 4.16
A formula ϕ (x1,x2,...,xn) is preserved under homomorphisms iff for any homomorphisms f of a model A onto a model B and all a1,...,an in A if A |= [a1,...,an] B |= [fa1,...,fan].
Theorem 5 A consistent theory is preserved under homorphisms iff T has a set of positive axioms.
Proof Well-known theorem that is proved based on the basic homomorphic properties, elementary model embbedding ,and tower limit chains.
Morph Gentzen
The IM Morphed Computing Logic Logics for computing for multimedia are new projects with important computing applications since [Nourani 97 ]. The basic principles are a mathematical logic where a Gentzen or natural deduction systems is defined by taking arbitrary structures coded by diagram functions. The techniques can be applied to arbitrary topological structures. Thus we define a syntactic morphing to be a technique by which infinitary definable structures are homomorphically mapped via their defining functions to new structures. The deduction rules are a Gentzen system augmented by two rules Morphing, and Trans-morphing. The Morph Rule -A structure defined by the functional n-tuple <f1,...,fn> can be Morphed to a structures definable by the functional n-tuple <h(f1),...,h(fn)>, provided h is a homomrphism of abstract signature structures (Nourani 96 ). The TransMorph Rules-A set of rules whereby combining structures A1,...,An defines an Event {A1,A2,...,An} with a consequent structure B. Thus the combination is an impetus event. The deductive theory is a Gentzen system in which structures named by parameterized functions; augmented by the morph and trans-morph rules. The structures we apply the Morph logic to are definable by positive diagrams. The idea is to do it at abstract models syntax trees without specifics for the shapes and topologies applied. We start with Lω1,ω, and further on might apply well-behaved infinitary languages. A comparison to graph grammars (Ehrig et.al. ) might be areas to explore on virtual agent graphs. (A) There is a conventional proof route whereby we start with the completenss theorem for ordinary Gentzen systems. Form it we can add on the morph rules and carryout a proof based on what the morph rules presevre on models. Again intricate models are designed with positive diagrams following section 4.3.1. The Morph Rule -A structure defined by the functional n-tuple <f1,...,fn> can be Morphed to a structures definable by the functional n-tuple <h(f1),...,h(fn)>, provided h is a homomrphism of abstract signature structures. The TransMorph Rules-A set of rules whereby combining structures A1,...,An defines an Event {A1,A2,...,An} with a consequent structure B. The rules preserve Morph Gentzen completeness based on section 4.3.1. (B) A-There is a direct proof which applies positive diagrams, and canonical models for Lω1,ω fragaments as the authors' papers in mathematical logic since 1980.. The direct proof has to apply what the author had developed since 1980's on infintary logic fragments with what might come close to intutionistic logic. For example, (Gödel 1932) intuitionistic propositional logic that has disjunction property and Gentzen [1935] proved the disjunction property for closed formulas of intuitionistic predicate logic. Kleene [1945 Kleene [ , 1952 proved that intuitionistic first-order number theory and the related existence property: If xA(x) is a closed theorem, then for some closed term t, A(t) is a theorem. Intuitionistic systems were the predesessors to Beth's tableaus, Rasiowa and Sikorski's topological models, and Kleene's recursive realizabilities. These areas are further explored on relizability and Beth tableaus in 2007 ) and onto Kripke's [1965] possible-world semantics (Nourani Scandinivina AI 1991) , with respect to which intuitionistic predicate logic is complete and consistent on classical model theory.
Proposition Morph Gentzen and agent augmented languages provide a sound and complete logical basis to VR.
Conclusion
The paper presented a novel deductive system for graphical and visual computing with muliagent intelligent multimedia techniques. What might come closest to how the mathematcial formalisms are applied to visual data is the proceedings on Diagrammatic reasoning (Galsgow, et.al.) . However, the techniques here have to specific relations to what had transpired there. Furthermore, that specific areas was not agent computing or intelligent multimedia at all. Rather a static characterization on visual data. The techniues here had encomppsed a preliminary overview to context abstraction and meta-contextual logic with applications. abstract computational linguistics with intelligent syntax, model theory and categories. For example, a function Fi can be agent corresponding to a language Li. Li can in turn involve agent functions amongst its vocabulary. Thus context might be defined at Li. An agent Fi might be as abstract as a functor defining functions and context with respect to a set and a linguistics model. Generic diagrams for models are defined as yet a second order lift from context. Meta-contextual logic is combined with Morph Gentzen, a new computing logic the author presented in 1997, towards a Virtual Reality design languages and their computing logic and Haptic computing (Picard1999, Nourani 2005 Nourani ,2006 . Copyright © Photo reproduction for noncommercial use and conference and journal review is permitted without payment of royalty provided that the copyright notice are included on the first page.
